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Border Crosser
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) - rare bird of prey with unique morphology, only member of the Pandionidae sub-order ; genus name
refers to the mythical Greek king Pandion, whose daughters and sonin-law were transformed into fowl (Ovid, Metamorphoses)
We are all animals, they became birds.
Deep in the Baltic woods the stage is set for an ancient play. The
narrative is written by nature itself : the arrival of life on this planet,
the nurturing, protecting and caring for our young until they spread
their wings to repeat the circle of birth, copulation and death once
again. and everything becomes nothing again follows the breeding cycle of
an osprey couple from hatching until the two fledglings leave the nest.
The raptors, with their dramatic colouration and the piercing eye of a
hunter, make emphatic protagonists who act out their personal drama
in the arena of their eyrie, through light and dark, sunshine and rain,
in movement and stillness. We are silent witnesses, unseen and unnoticed. A marvelling audience of an eternal epos, repeated a thousand
times, outside of time, outside of space.
The scientist scrutinizes, counts and evaluates the bird following its
genetic coding and animal instinct. The bird, however, is a border
crosser. Just as it moves with ease between the ground, the sky and the
water, so does it drag us with it between actuality and myth, dream
and wakefulness, human and animal. The burning lens of the camera
reveals archetypes of human behaviour seen through the metaphor of
natural law. Another metamorphosis is now taking place : sheltering
becomes unquestioned loyalty, feeding- unconditional love and independence- grief, pride and gratefulness. The zone of indiscernibility
between man and animal is not only in flesh and spirit but also in patLÉA HABOURDIN
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terns of behaviour. What is left in the empty nest ? The residues of
the Ur-bond, the deeply personal experience of parental care which
moulded the very core of our being.
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